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About This Game

Walk Between Skyscrapers:
Your HTC Vive will take you to the top of a building.Try to walk along the narrow board between two skyscrapers.

Keep Balance:
When walking,your body may sway left and right.Shake your head to opposite direction to keep balance.The further you

walk,the harder it will be.

Get High Score:
The game record the distance you've walked,try to get better score next time.

Warnning:
It may feel dizzy on your first try.Keep safe and don't fall down.
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Title: Keep Balance VR
Genre: Casual
Developer:
zhangwenlu
Publisher:
zhangwenlu
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core i5 - 4590 equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GTX 970

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 4 GB available space
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Very good DLC. Historically accurate locations and tribes. Many hours of Gamepplay! Worth buying.. It isn't that big, but it's a
nice little addition. This is one of those gather resources to keep the colony alive with some random story elements. There is no
real direction and it can go on infinitly. Its really a trippy solo player game, I like how your planet and the sun pulse to the
awesome music. There are lots of cool visuals to explore in every galaxy but they do get repetive.

This would be a fun game for kids to learn the periodic tables of elements symbols.. I bought this game on a sale price.

You can't get near trees due to hit boxes, but you can pass through walls. There is no story except an opening video of a boat
crashing. Somehow you manage to end up in the middle of an island. I got through the fist several puzzles and didn't know
where to go, but a glitchy blue circle seems to point in a direction. I followed the blue circle and completed several more
"puzzles". After which, there was no idication of where to go, what to do, or what was happening. I found out that you can just
skip to any of the "puzzles" by using the menu. Spoiler: they are all counting games.

The artistry is nice. Music is very repetative. The game is just incomplete. It feels like the dev was going for a Talos Principle
knockoff or maybe a cash grab. In any case, I'd save your $$$.. I like the simplicity of the game.
Walk around, talk to people, make some choices and see the consequences play out.
At $1.00, this is solid.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/SbeXJWxrSJI. Casual, fun, decent soundtrack, interesting mechanics. The boss battles are actually fairly nice,
too.. RPG to the bone, very detailed, time-consuming, nail-biting block buster. It doesn't matter the graphic and audio is poor -
that was the standard in the early 90's. I recommend this game very much, mainly due to the whole atmosphere and advanced
role-playing aspects.
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Well worth the money. Sitting up in the clouds with the effects off in the middle of a surround sound system playing Pink
Floyd.. super fun and rad! great for showing off VR to new friends! Makes you feel like a super hero!. Solid space sandbox.
Very enjoyable. Think PvE Eve with out all the MMORPG mess. constant updates which are all making it better rather than
reinventing what is already there. I can not wait to see what this wonderful game becomes with time.. A very neat RTS based on
the 4X concept, the maps you play on are randomized, but mirrored so both players are starting out in the same conditions; the
basics are very simple, your planets produce fighters and resources, you can send either one fighter around to scout or send
half\/all of the fighter population of a planet to other planets, while the resources are used to cast abilities that help with
defending\/attacking or to improve your economy\/fighter production.

Pros:

  - Short matches(5-10 minutes)
  - Easy to get into, while still offering quite a bit of depth(especially when it comes to judging maps)
  - Very diverse games based on the randomized maps
  - The Developers are very active on their Discord and open to feedback
  - There is a Demo, in all honesty I probably wouldn't have bought the game without trying it first, so that's a big plus to me

Cons:

  - Playerpool, the game is still very young, so right now I'd recommend joining the Discord to get into online matches; if you do
that you should be fine, the people on the discord, including the Developers, are very invested in the game and you'll usually
find someone to play
  - A few small quirks, the biggest being that you can't easily remap your hotkeys right now, personally I don't mind the standard
layout

All in all I'd definitely recommend you get the game, because that gives me more people to play against; and the game is good
too you know.. Cute, colourful and very easy to pick up and play. This game isn't going to tax the little grey cells too much; it's
more something you can play when you have a few minutes to waste, or just want to play something mindless to relax.
Instructions are clear, the story is simple and the gameplay is fun. So far - and I haven't played much yet, but I play a lot of these
games - this promises to be one of the better examples of this genre. Haven't found any negatives yet but if I had to be picky I'd
say it was actually too easy.
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